
Dear guests!

Signing of this agreement is necessary for comfort of our guests and lodgers with pets. After checking out 
from apartments the hotel undertakes to make cleaning of the increased efficiency and sanitary processing 
of apartments.

1 . “Villa Alvine” reserves the right to define, whether accommodation of this pet in apartments is possible.

2 . Checking in apartments is possible for the animals which weight doesn't exceed 7 kg.

3 . Checking in confirms only after providing the veterinary passport, with the passport of inoculations.

4 . Cost for stay in apartments of an animal is 10 EUR per day.

5. In case of damage of property of apartments “the statement of damage” is drawn up, and lodgers 
undertake to pay it according to the price specified in an inventory list.

6 . Lodgers of apartments have to confirm the general hygienic rules of animals care.

7 . Presence on the territory of Villa Alvine with animals is possible only accompanied by the owner and on a 
leash.

8 . It is forbidden to take pets in “Jūra” restaurant for a breakfast.

9 . It is forbidden to leave an animal in apartments without supervision. In that case the guest is obliged to 
provide availability of special closed box for animals in his apartment. Rent fee for this box - 5 EUR per day. 
It is important for apartments cleaning, safety of the maid, and safety of apartments property.

10 . Walking of animals on the territory of Villa Alvine is forbidden.

11 . An apartment for lodgers with animals cleans as all other apartments. Additional cleaning is possible in 
coordination with administration, for an additional payment.

12 . It is forbidden to feed an animal, using hotel table - ware.

13 . It is forbidden to wash pets in shower booths and in bathrooms of apartments, to use towels, sheets and 
other bedding belonging to Villa Alvine.

14 . Guests undertake to react immediately in case of noisy behavior of their pets that may make discomfort 
for other guests of Villa Alvine.

15 . At non-compliance with these requirements, Villa Alvine reserves the right to terminate this agreement 
and to stop implementation of services of accommodation of an animal on the territory of hotel.


